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LIKE N.!:!W HP·21 S4S.OO, Sears electronic slide rule
$2).00, Call nights 26l-064l,
1/20
SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED to buuonhole, zig
pay $16.20 and take machine, 266-5871.
1127
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PERSONALS

--------------------------
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·- ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con~ tra~eptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
1118
49 CENTS, AMERICAN CIGARETTES: V. block
from UNM at Pipe & Tobqcco Road, 1078 Cornell
_.. SE, Open Monday thru SDturday 9-6.
•121

.8
'E:
~

II' YOU WANT Ihe volt:e of the dls~blcd"to be heard
3:: not just ~t:n. DOC meets Jan. 2.5, 2t30 p.m., SUB
Q) room 153. Call Lrsllc, 299·477~. Everyone welcome,
1/17
aj FAST-PITCH SOFTBALL TEAM . forming.
Q) 1m crested Players call298-6476 after 6:00p.m. 1120

z

~ Si;'ECIA.L DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned'$:. ExtraSpec:inl Drink prices during Very Hnppy

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-mlnutc Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
\JNM BOOKSTORE OPEN til 7:00 PM tonite ror

FREE J.D. ENGRAVING

qn your bicycle. Thornw
resistant bicycle tubes: .SO cents off all sizes. 102 Richmond NE266-I611,
1120

your convcnlcnce.

1/17

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS policy: Last day for
full refund Feb. II. 1.) Books must be J11 original
condition 2.) You MUS'r have cash receipt! 3,) 'You
must prc11ent $1Udcnt I D.
1/20
TUTORING AYAILABLE FOR Minority Students
and Men itl Nursing for Chemi~try 111 1 _212; Biology
123, 238; Math 102; Nursing Pathology 240; Pharmacology 276. Call277-2507,
1/20

s::.:ol

coiU.c ·"-

ON CAMPUS RESERVED parking, paved lot. $20
scmcst.cr, Contact Mike Tate, 2714045 days, or 1826
Me:;a Vista NE nights.
I /23
SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line. Slightly used but still under warranty,
Automatic bobbin •winder 1 has computerized buttonholer and does hundreds or fancy stitches. Reg,
$800, now $150 cash. 294-B?SS,
1123

4.

Intensive courses In shooting black-and-white, color.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups

WALK TO UNM: Cozy !-bedroom, carpeted. $125,
part utilities paid, 262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
I I 19
.

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington re111rns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I al 7:30 pm.;'flckeiS for this ASUNM·
PEC Presentation are available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall Box Offices and at all TicketmaMer
locations.
2/1

FEMALf: ROOMATE NEEDED.
Own bath,
fireplace, luxurious home ncar UNM. Vegetarian
1123
preferred. $125 mo., Caro1266-4888.

6.

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for this ASUNMIPEC Presentation are avuilablc at the ~UB and
Popejoy Hall box orrices and at all Ticketmasler
locmlons
2/1
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Central SE. Try our fresh
~alad nnd slice specials for lunch. Pizza by the slice
•
·
1/19
and pan
PASSPORT, IMIORATION, J.D. Photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Caii26S-2444 or come
tol7170irardNE.
1127

2.

SE~VICES

LSAT-MCi\T REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
trn
TYPING. lSI QUALITY, 883·7787.
2124
L & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 Blocks rrom campus,
Gui\ar & phmo taught by cxpctienc~;d Instructors in a
C(mtfortble environment. 247-8158,
1/27
TYPIST EXPERIENCED INSURANCE, legal,
engineering, stntlstical, theses, manuscripts. Call266·
4770.
1120
ClASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Begll1ncr'i Welcome 266·9291,
1/31
TYPING MA ENGLISH,

BIKE TO CLASS: Clean 2·bcdroom 1 part bills paid,
secure garage, $200. 262-17!il Valley, $30 fcc.
l/19
I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS: furnished, $80,
fireplace, non-smoker, 247-9800, eves, call Mike
LARGE FURNISHED I bedroom apt. to minutes
from campus $180 includes gos and hot water no child
or pets 915 Alvarado SE 266-1216.
1/23
I SINGLE ROOM, finale, co-ed residential co-op
1120
close to campus. 247-251S
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you ,Jo the $tudying. 303 Ash NE, 243·
2881.
2/l

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"

3.

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent rood (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service, 303
AshNE,243·2881,
1/17
GRAD STUDENT WILL share three bedroom hounc
wiJh one or two M/F. $100 month incll}dcs utilhies,
Furnished, fireplace, ndabe. North Viillcy. 842-9434.
1/23

Campus delivery. 296·
)/20

8l64.
QA. TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing nnd

editorial sy/ilcm, Technical, general, legal, medical,
4/29
S\!holastlc. Chans & tables. 34S·212S.
WAKE UP CALLS made day or nighl. For S·day
week, $5.00 monthly. F'or 7Mday week. $6 243-2368,
l/20
Wt:AVINC: CLASSES STARTING now. The

Weavers' Studio, 12·5 pm, 205 Stanford Sfo:, 2659100,
1/20

"

KIRBY RED CL/tSSIC commercial model, 3 months
old. Must sell cheap, 7,81 monthly, 266-5872,
1/27

TYPING: REPORTS, RESUMES, general. 898·
5927,
1/20

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHER IS searching
for figure model~. Fee determined by personal illterview, If interested, call Bob at 296·8810 MWF
after 6:30pm,
1/20
NEEDED: RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER ror I·
year old. Ncar university, one nighl per week. 26S~
9315
1/23

PARTICIPATE IN
LANGUAGE RESEARCH
Two men age 25 to 32 natives
of U.S. who learned Spanish
first and English about age
6 to 10. $2.00 per hour
266-0320 after 4 PM

PART-TIME HELP WANTED, Afternoons,
evenings plus delivery boys. Please apply at Perry's
FEMAI.E NON-SMOKEI\ ROOMATE wanted,
Two-bedroom house share half rent $80,00 plus , Pizza, 2004 Central on Jan. 17-18 from J-6 pm. 1/17
dcposil. Close to Winrock. For appt. call LuC)', 766SUMMER JOBS GUARANTEED or money back,
76718am-5pm.
1/20
Nations largest directory. Minimum SO employers per
state, Includes master application. Only $3. SumCAMPUS SPECIAL LAROE one-bdrm, rull carchoice, Oox 645, State College, PA 16801.
J/19
peted, $120, no lease. 262-27SI, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc,
1/20
SALESPEOPLE WANTED, TO sell d;splay advertising for the New Mexico Daily LOBO. Work on
I VJ BLOCKS TO UNM, cozy one-bdrm, yard $75,
campus. Must have car. Call 277·5656 for an apBetter Hurry! 262·1751, Valley Rr:ntal~. $30 fcc. 1/20
pointment.
tfn
AVAILABLE SOON, EXTRA large 4-rcom house,
fenced. yard, pets OK, S 120. 262-175 I, Valley Rentals,
$30 kc.
1/20
lliKB TO CLASS. Fancy 2-bdrm., fenced yard, kids,
pets, Sll5. 262-27ll, Valley Rentals, $30 rce.
1/20
WALK TO UNM. Brand new onc-bdrm, paneled
throughout, beamed ceilings, just $60. 262-1751,
Rentals,
$30
fee.
1120
Valley
ALL UTILITIES INCLUD~D, clenn onc-bdrm,
privately fenced, $135. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~
tm
1111 ULOCKS TO UNM: !-bedroom, yard for pets.
$75. 262-115 I, Valley Rentals, $30 rce.
1/19
ALl. UTILITieS INCLUDED: Enormous J.
bedroom, shady yard, Now SIJ.S. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $30 fcc.
J/19
SEARCHING I' OR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
yqur answer for maximum convenlchcc to campus
plus comfort and economy In housir~g and food
scrvkc! Inquire La Posada 201 on weekdays, 9-4. or
ca\1277-2606.
111~

Citizens Bank

.J1y REBEKAH SZYMANSKI
LOBO Managing Editor
When he left the Druid commune
in Ramah, N.M. the threat of death
went with him.
Lester Joe Brasher Jr., who left
the commune last September served
under the high priest and priestess
for four years. He testified last
week before a child custody hearing
for his son and arraignment of the
two leaders.
· Gerrie L. Garcia and Laura
Copeland-Garcia, the high priest
and priestess, were arrested Jan, 8,
in Albuquerque after an investigation by the Valencia County

Grand Jury. The following day,
during the child custody hearing the
couple pleaded not guilty to charge$
of child negligence and unlawful
disposition of unclaimed dead.
The ·indictments against the
couple came after Brasher testified
before the Valencia Country
Grand Jury,
· In an interview with the LOBO
Brasher said he had wanted to leave
the commune since last spring, but
after four years of "brainwashing"
and a life deviod of outside influence it was difficult to break
away.
During those years he was

devoted to his religion and the high
priestess who ruled over the Druid
commune "like a dictator." he
said.
When he first joined the commune he took an oath of secrecy
and obedience. Five months later he
took the "Vail"-a vow to serve
and devote his entire life to the high
priestess, Laura.
He was told if he broke this vow
and left the commune he would die
a year and a day later. Brasher said
that last spring, after quarreling
with~ Laura, he told her he was
thinking about leaving. She gave
him a subtle reminder of the

New Mexico

consequences of breaking the
"Yail"_:_death, a year and a day
later.
He decided to stay.
FrQm then on, Brasher said,
Laura continued to remind him of
what happened to those who broke
the vow.
Brasher said that when he joined
the group at Albuquerque in Dec.
1972, the members were studying
astrology under Laura. Things wrre
much different then, he said.
The group sludied strictly
astrology for a year, then moved to
the commune in Witchwells, Ariz.
He said the group members

.

DAILY

5 days only. A one time sal~.
Our entire inventory is

ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL LAW
student~. Tutors wanted. Proficiency required in
math, verbal, basic science skills. Excellent pay. Call
294-0416
1/17
PARTPTIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoon~ and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old,
Apply in person, no phone calls p}casc. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE
1/27

Vow Follows Ex-Druid

NEW STOCK OJ: COITON warp, Come see. The.
Weaver~· Studio 1 12-5 pm. 20~ Stanford SE. 265-9100
1/20

TAPf,AN MICROWAVE OV~N browning element,
. mcmor:r temperature probe, S yr full warranty, Take
over payment~ of$8. I 7. 268-4393.
1/27
PIONEER COMPLETE SYSTEM two 6-way
Pioneer speakers 1 ca~sette and turntable, a good
bargain 7.81 per month. 268-4394,
1127

Hour .u Ned's.
1/17
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Soon

designed to suil your preseut knowledge: absolute
beginners or intermediates. Special sessions In outUoor portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable !Uhion. Groups fill up quickly so cull
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Glr:ud
NE, 265·2444.
1/20
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BILL, rromD.O.C,
1/17

........

MISCELLANEOUS

take over payments of9;39 per mom h. 266-SB72. 1127

.3 1.

'

8.

SONY TRJNJTRON PLUS color TV full guaramee1

0

a..

FORSALE

CHEAP WATER BEDS! Water Trips 589.95 buys
YOU I) dark walnut s1ained franc, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress wilh 3-year
guarantee; $89.95. 3401 Central NE. 2S5w2289, 2123
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Now you know. The tip of .a

shoelaCifis callea·an·;; Aglet."

,,

,()

leather belts,. bags, clothes,
everything!

(com. on pago 71

.

Wednesday, January 18,_,'!-w.:z..
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believed they would continue their
studies as usual after the move.
"We all expected to become high
priests and priestesses and eventually we were going to spread out
and start communes of our own,"
Brasher said.
But that never happened. Laura
was the undisputed leader and she
decided what the commune
members would do.
"At the commune we weren't
allowed to read anything except her
book. We were stuck with what she
said. We were so susceptible to it
though. We wanted it (to complete

JAN 2 :s 1878

If Treaty Ratification Denied.

.~·Flu ~~: ~ p.-, fo., ;":~1

.8hi:r:e ~$ather 8hop

Carter Assures Canal

107 A (:ornell SE, 1 blk from
SUB2

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
p·erson
UNITED Feature Syndicate
50
100
square
onday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Moist Earth
meters
~~·~
~~~~
5 Throw out
51 EJTiployer
10 Rebuke
53 Skin
1 4 Swiss river
problem
15 Florida city
55
Sawbuck
16 Erase
56 The
17 Computer
physical
expert
world
19 Silver: Abbr.
61 Facts
20 Slowly;
62 Greetings
Music
64
Letters
21 Chatter:
65
A Horae
Slang
66
Camera
22 Comparison
glass
word
67
Scottish
23 Iraq money
island
25 Russian
68 We II- known F--1-;:t;:-r.;+.-;t
village
violin:
26 Semitic
Informal
covering, for 40 Jalopy
deity
691talian
short
41 Tang
30 Current
community
1 o Bucolic
46 Oily sub31 Intersecting
line
11 Kind of coal
stance
DOWN
48 Became
34 Circumference 1 Spanish
1 2 Conception
taut
36 Of the
13 Forsaken
cloak
51
Pith
cheekbone
18 Disencumber
2 Cooking
52
Hurrah
38 Director
24
"
...
let
---ingredrent
Fred--split
53 Cooling
Venezuela
3
39 Georgian's
asunder"
drinks
copper
neighbor: 2
25 Deserve
54 Horseshoe
center
words
gripper
4 Thief: Slang 26 Swiss city
42 Direction
27 Love, in
55 The present
5 -----suffix
Rom a
shrdlu:
time
43 S. Air. coins
28 Plentifully
Printing
57 Saga
44 Parishioner's
29 Literature:
jumble
58 Instruments:
payment
_
abbr.
6 Leg: Slang
Informal
45 Accountant's
31 "My Gal---" 59 Occupancy
7' Big TV star:
book
32 -----Ark
3 words
fee
47 Rainy
33 Belief
8 Weapon
60 To be: Latin
49 Annoying
35 Trio
9 Gridiron ·
63 A nucleic
37 Also-ran
acid: Abbr.
ACROSS

l060 Photo by Jennott 1<11'1,:

Marshall Nason listens to President Carter daring a UNM Canal Treaty Forum held Tuesday night.
(From left to right) Pedro David, Harrison Schmitt, David Popper and Michael Conniff look on.
·

oeten~se,,

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
In answer to a question on what
he would do if the Panama Canal
treaty were r.ot ratified by the
Senate, President Jimmy Carter
said he would do his best to see that
violence was held down in that
country.
Carter made the remark Tuesday
in a I 0-minute phone call to a
public forum in the Student Union
Ballroom on the treaty.
If the treaty were not ratified, the
Panamanians will doubt our good
intentions and good faith," Carter
totd an audience of about 500.
"The Latin American nations will
doubt the fairness of our large and
powerful country." He said that
while he had

1111191!:-J' 1

Pot Vote Brings
C of C Resig~ation

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
In its first five months, the Albuquerque Federation, a citizen's
chdog group, has written its bylaws, constitution, elected officers,
taken its first vote-a vote that has caused the chamber of commerce
resign from the coalition.
._
In an August press conference announcing its formation, representatives~
.....
of the Federation declared their intent to monitor local government with •
the hope of making it more effective. But so far, the group has acted only .: .
on proposed legislation rather than analyzing government in operation.
The Federation lists such members as the Sierra Club, Common Cause,
NM Public Interest Research Group, NORML, the Board of Realtors, the
American Civil Liberties Union ... And until recently the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce Alex kaplan, head of NORML, was elected
president of the Federation.
The vote that spurred the Ch</mber's resignation was the approval by the
Federation of a resolution askihg that the decriminalization of marijuana
be brought before the Albuquerque voters in a referendum next
November.
Chamber representatives give conflicting interpretations of its role in the
vote. G. Y. Fails, Chamber vice president, said the Chamber did not vote
on the decriminalization resolution, and that Chamber representative Tom.
Champiol), avoided that meeting because he knew the issue was going to
be discussed. Tom Champion would not comment on the issue.
However, Chamber of Commerce member Ernest Jenkinson who was
the alternate representative s.·aid that he attended the meeting and in the
absence of directions from Chamber leadership assumed he had the
··
authority to vote. He voted in favor of the resolution.
.,.
Fails was in Santa Fe when efforts were made to contact him for con·
.·
formation of or denial of Jenkinson's statement.
Earlier, Fails had said the Chamber "did. not know they were going to
take a vote like that. Anything -like that must be brought to our board of
directors. It was never discussed by our board of directors."
Jenkinson said the Chamber had to have known that the
decriminalization resolution was coming to a vote because Champion had
been to the meeting Where the resolution was given its first reading and
plans were made to have the second reading at the next meeting. The
Federation bylaws state that all resolutions will be brought to a vote on the
Lobo basketball coach Norm Ellenberger breathes a
second reading.
,
sigh of relief as he' is congratulated by Rebel Eddie
In any event, Fails has stated that the Chamber will no longer participate
McLeod after UNM's impressive 89-76 win over Nevada in the Fedetation even as an observer.
David Miller, NM Public Interest Research Group repcesentative, said Las Vegas. Related story on pages 10and 11.
he had not heard that the Chamber had resigned from the Federation.

No Service Charge Checking
for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

I

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE 1213 San Pedro, NE 2901 Candelaria, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico Phone 883-5200
Member FDIC

I
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Panama will do everything possible
to hold down violence, if the treaty
is not ratified, American troop>
might be necessary to maintain
canal access.
"It would take 100,000 troop.\ to
defend the canal," he said. "I don't
know how long the American
people would support a · major
military commitment of this kind."
Before and after the call, U.S.
Ambassador David Popper the
deputy for Panama Canal treaty
affairs, and U.S. Sen. Harrison
Schmitt, R-N.M presented opinions
for and against the ratification.
Popper said he is optimintic that
the treaty will.be ratified. He said
the decision on the treaty will "heir>
(cont. on pago 7)

Alice
Cooper
Is a Girl
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
Alice Cooper, Jimmy Stewart,
George Harrison and Pat Nixon are
all students at UNM.
James Brown and Tom Jones are
taking classes here, too.
Although students by these
names go to UNM, you probably
won't be hearing "My Sweet Lord
" in the SUB or seeing any dead
chickens swinging by the neck in
Mitchell Hall. The 1977-78 student
directory reveals however, that
many namesakes of famous people
are students at UNM.
The directory shows that John
Adams goes to UNM. There are
also a few Washingtons, Lincolns,
Jacksons and 19 Carters (but no
Jimmy, Billy or Amy). Alex Haley
might be impressed ·by UNM's
Roots.
There are also three Finks lurking
in the 35 Hal b.
According to Elsd0n C. Smith's
American Surname·,, Smith i1 the
mo.lt common
with about
2.238,400 Smiths In the country.
But the 144 Smiths listed in the
directory rank only fifth among
most common names at UNM.
The most common name in the
directory is Martinez with 199
listings. In ranking order, the next
10 are: Garcia, 168; Chavez, 163;
Sanchez, !53; Smith 144; Johnson,
133; Romero, 118; Jones, II 0;
Gonzales, 108; Baca, 99, and
Montoya, 98.

I
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World. News

00

U.S.-Park Deal Defended
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI) Assistant U.S. Attorney General
Benjamin Civiletti Tuesday hinted
no present congressmen would be
indicted as a result of Tongsun
Park's testimony about Korean
influence buying on Capitol Hill.

Civiletti rejected criticism that his
deal with the 42-year-old {\orean
millionaire rice dealer will hamper
efforts to investigate allegations
Park was working for the Korean
Central Intelligence Agency.
Shortly before flying back to

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA

United Press lntemationa'l

Bert to Join Press

Still looking for a place?

t:yeglasses or Contact Lc~Ses
One day servi~~ ·quality· and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optioa.J Co.

Rooms still available for spring
term Good food • maid service
pool • parking • well maintained
• good security •

The

College
IUD

·(Next door to Casey R.rra/1 Dr11u)

~omas

at Washington

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COPIES -.··
Overnight
· 3V2cea
4<sameday _

·-.- NoMim .....o r - - ' -

303Ash NE
243-2881

KINKO'S.-

2312 Cer1t~ :sE~68~8515

manager Jeff Davidson could not
be reached for comment.
The ex-budget director, who was
forced to resign last year over
controversy surrounding his
personal finances, has scheduled a
2:30P.M. press conference today in
Atlanta to outline his next step.
Before he stepped down from t,he
budget job, Lance' and his confusing financial dealings were the
object of massive publicity.
At that time he charged that the
press had publicly tried him before
he could defend himself. Lance,
one of President Carter's closest
friends, eventually gave his side of
the story in'. several days of
testimony before a Senate Committee.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UP!) Patches, the hero dog who warmed
and guarded two Glocester girls
when they were lost in the woods
for three hours, will soon join the
Canine Hall of Fame.
The humble mongrel, named for
a black spot over his left eye, is
receiving a citation from the
Providence Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
and was nominated for one
national award.
Patches stood watch over
Michelle Morvan, 3, and Christa
Mollica, 4, in the woods behind

Success is a long way up. But after taking the first step, the second one comes
easier.
Air Force ROTC con help you climb that ladder by providing a helping hand during
college. It can enrich your college years and also help you with some of those school
expenses at the same time.
You can compete for a two, three or four-year scholarship that pays $100 a month
for college expenses, while it picks up the tab for all tuition, lob fees and books.
The AFROTC program has many extras. Like the Flight Instruction Program (FlP),
where you quality for Air Force flight training through a screening process and re·
ceive introductory flight Instruction. You'll also learn about leadership, management; Air Force history and traditions, and much. rnore through AFROTO. The program prepares cadets to toke command after they graduate and ore commissioned as Air Force officers.
The list goes on. Check it out today. See if you con climb the letters to success
and meet the challenge and accept the commitment. You'll find that the Air Force
is a great way to serve your country, and that AFROTC is a great way to get there
from here.

Contact the Aerospace Studies Department on
campus at: 1901 Las Lomas, tel. 277-4230
regarding the Air Force Alternative.

Gateway too great way of life.

problem, "the ·Middle
East
Reporter said.
" 'We are prepared to pay as
much as is required to establish a
homeland for the Palestinian
people, even if that means buying
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip
from· the Iseaelis,' '' the Reporter
quo,ted the Saudis as telling Carter.
"You try to solve the Palestinian
problem and we are ready to give
you all the oil you need.''
The Middle East Reporter is a
usually well-informed bulletin that
circulates daily in Beirut to news
organizations, embassies and others
interested in a concise daily
summary
of
Middle
East
developments.
The digest said the Saudis were
"adament" on two main conditions
for helping to meet the free world's
demand for oil in the coming years:
"Complete Israeli withdrawal"
from occupied Arab lands and the
right of "repatriation and selfdetermination"
for
the
Palestinians.
Though apparently divided over
Sadat's initiative, the Saudi royal
family reportedly was united in
their resentment of "Carter's attempt" to persuade them to express
their open support for Sadat's
peace moves."
"Never before was there a sharp
and serious differernce in views
between Riyadh and Washington"
the bulletin quoted its sources as
saying.
At a royal family meeting called
soon after Carter left town, the
bulletin reported, "the Saudi
monarch (King Khaled) was bitterly
critical of President Sadat's peace
initiative with Israel. But Crown
Prince Fahd's moderation was
predominent."

Maxwell to Exhibit
Costa Rican Art

Pre-Columbian jade carvings,
gold work.. large stone sculpture
and polychrome ceramics recovered
from tombs in Costa Rica will be
exhibited at UNM's Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology Feb. 5 to
MaY. 28,
. .
.
tv;~axwell JY,!useum Admim~trative
As~>stant Lmda Bahm smd ~he
arofac.ts are part of an extensive
collection made by Denv.er art
collectors Jan and Fredenck R.
Mayer.
"The artifacts represent a range
of native Costa Rican peoples," she
said, "with emphasis on two major
archaeological-areas- the Atlantic
Watershed-Central Highlands area
of eastern Costa Rica and the
northwestern coastal are of
,
N.
Icoya.
She said special attention is given
in the exhibit to the "sophisticated
technology and craftsmanship" of
Prc-Colum bian Costa Rican artists.
"Gold, for example, was treated in
several waY§_,_'_'_.~~ said . "IL_~s_

•
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Mutt Warnis Tots

CLIMB THE LETTERS TO SUCCESS.

--

By D.M. Flynn
LOBO News Editor
The ASUNM Senate kicks off the new year today with its first meeting
of the semester in what President Tom Williams said he hopes will be a
session of greater communication between the legislative and executive
branches of student government.
"The Senate and I had extremely poor communication last year. I hope
to change that," Williams said. The president said he will try to attend the
· senate's finance, steering an presidential appointment committee meetings.
"I'm also going to make it mandatory that the attorney general attend
steering committee meetings and the treasurer attend finance (committee)
meetings," he said.
Williams also said he had some plans for this semester which might
change the structure of student government. Among those plans is a
program to have daytime senate meetings at least once a month.
ASUNM
President Tom
"We have not yet made outselves available to the students as well as we
Williams: "I don't· care whose should have. But, we're finally going to have daytim1• senate meetings,'' he
toes I step on ... I won't be run- said. Williams added, "When I first got elected I Wanted to get the students
more in touch with student government."
ning for election.
Today's meeting, which is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m., is the first of the

Saudis Consider
Buying Gaza Strip

Washington after directing Park's
interrogation for the past four
days, Ci vil!!tti told a news conference that newsp!lper . reports·
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP!) about the testimol)y have been
Saudi
Arabia offered to President
"grossly exaggerated."
Carter
to buy the West .Bank and
Ci viletti
also
rejected
congressional complaints that a Gaza Strip from Israel for a.
U.S. concession in the deal with Palestinian homeland, a Beirut
Park, giving hjm inmiunity in news digest reported Tuesday.
It also said the United States and
exchange for his testimony at
Washington trials, will prevent an Saudi Arabia are embroiled in the·
:.I'
investigation of his alleged KCIA most bitter conflict in the history of
their relations over President
links.
The U.S. - Park deal bars Carter's attempt to gain open Saudi
questions about Park's contacts support for Egyptian Preside_nt
with South Korean officials, but Anwar Sadat's peace initiative.
The · English-language Middle
Civiletti said he can ask about those
contacts if they occurred in the East Reporter, an independent
news digest, quoted
United States or in the presence of daily
"travelers"
from Saud.i Arabia as
U.S. officials.
Park's U.S. lawyer, William saying the offer to buy a Palestinian
Hundley, told the reporters he was homeland came during Carter's trip
ready to negotiate with Congress to Riyadh last month.
"They told Carter that Saudi
over his clients's testimony before
Arabia
is prepared to raise its oil
the House Ethics Committee.
production
to any level that is
"But I cannot give you any
feasibly
possible
provided a just
assurances that can be done," he
solution is found to the Palestinian
said.

ATLANTA (UPI) Former
budget director Bert Lance, who
once accused the press of treating
him unfairly, is expected to become
a news commentator on an Atlanta
television station, the Atlanta
Constitution reported in Tuesday's
editions.
In another development, court
records indicate Lance has recently
paid off almost $3.9 million of his
debts.
Lance, the paper said, has been
negotiating with WXIA-TV, the
ABC affiliate, to become a regular,
salaried commentator. Station

Senate Tries Changes

their homes in Glocester last
Thursday night while 200 volunteers searched for the missing girls.
They were located by fireman Bill
Coleman whosaid Patches covered
his young charges with his body in
the sub-freezing night air and was
prepared to defend the girls when
he approached.
Spokesman Lionel Hetu said the
SPCA presents its F.T. Moses
Memorial Award to "a human or
an animal such as Patches which
has demonstrated great courage.''
Last year's honor was given to a
boy who had jumped into a pond to
save a drowning dog.
The award will be presented to
Patches' owners, the Henry
Morvan family, at the SPCAS's
annual meeting April4.
Tuesday, the Providence Animal
Rescue League sent a letter to the
American Humane Association in
Colorado, nominating Patches for
the Stillman Award, a national
honor given only to pets who
display "great courage, devotion,
or a feat above and beyond the
normal expectations of a dog or a
cat." ·

hammered, alloyed with copper,
cast, decorated with filigree or
embossed.
"Craftsman skillfully worked
jade, a stone harder than steel, with
chisels of hard stone or saws which
were tightly held cords used with
abrasive powders. Many varied
kinds of decorations grace the
pottery. The show indudes effigy
pots,. inc~nse burners, figures of
humans, crocodiles and jaguars."
C
R'
h' I . - I b
.. osta ~ca, w JC 1 Is_ on Y a out
~WI':e. the SIZe of_ Bernalillo Count~,
IS d1V1ded dc;wn Its lengt? by a,<;ham
of volcamc mount~ms . . The
watershed are.as on e1!~1er side of
th.e mountains receive heavy
ramfal_l and are am~?g the.wett~st
areas m the world, Bahm sa1d.
"Tl
· d
17 art~"facts. th at have survive
best In this.mOist f~~~h are those of
stone, clay and go · .
A brochure of the exhibit will be
available for purchase at the
Maxwell gift shop in the museum.

daytime meetings. Williams said he thinks daytime meetings will allow
ASUNM officials to have more communication with their constituents.
Williams, who said he would not seck re-election at the end of his term
later this spring, also announced a plan to take some of the power away
from the presidency. Williams said he will introduce a constitutional
ammendment to have the president and vice president of ASUNM removed
from the elections commission.
The election commission is appointed by the president and confirmed by
the senate to run elections for senators, president and vice president each
semester. Under present Jaw, the ASUNM president and vice president arc
automatically members of the commission,
"There is almost no way the president and vice president can keep from
being non-partial in the election. I feel 1 kept my involvment down and
didn't influence (the commission). There is a chance the president and vice
president can pull a few strings in the election," Williams said.
Even though his proposal may not be too popular, Will.iams said, "1
don't care whose toes I step on. I've run the full gamut of student
government, from senator to president, and 1 won't be running for. reelection."
(cont. on pngo 7)

.· . When it come$ to: shoes
•'atld appar~l for the dancer • • •

Coine to PARIS·
MONTGOMERY PLAZA
··.and SHOE· CIRCUS
'

ea
ace
oea •'
Half Price Sale
Coupon entitles the bearer to
half price on any dinner when
accompanied by guest who pays
full price on any dinner.

Lasagna, Eggplan1, Ravioli only
W, Th, Fri Sto 10 pm
anyllme Sat & Sun

Waitress service and
Self-service

We have tap~zi.o tights. leotards and footwear for dancing,
·.exercising and ~ymnastics. Choose from an extensive
. range of sizes, only at Paris - MONTGOMERY PLAZA
.·:.-or SHOE CIRCUS on the North Mall at Winrocl<.
Mail orders promptly filled.
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Good_ New D-ays
-<f
Too often in the everyday tum of events, we take technology's latest
'~ developments for granted and long for the ''good old days" when
o.. everything was "better,"
'In ihis hectic first week of school, we'd like to remind students that
things weren't so great around UNM iri the "good old days" three years
ago.
IF YOU DIDN'T GO TO UNM then, you missed one of life's more
painful experiences. Remem'ber what registration used to be like in
Johnson Gym?
'
Students had to .get in a line for each class they wanted to take and
tilen stand in that line for 25 minutes till tiley reached the front only to
f1nd the class was closed. Then they'd get in another line only to suffer
the same setback, and so on, ad infinitum.
Not anymore. About 10,000 students have passed through the new
registration center in Bandelier East these past two days. For most of
them, the process of dropping or adding a class takes only minutes.
THE'RE IS STILL ROOM for improvement at U.NM. Paying for
classes or getting refunds from the cashier's office is still a tedious
process. Getting transcripts and records also still takes time.
But by and large, processes such as registration, book buying and
bus pass purchases have been made more convenient for students.
We're thankful for it and lest we foget, things are better in the "good
new days."

A Gold Mine
UNM President William E. Davis hit the nail on the head the other day
when he said bringing the 1983 NCAA basketball finals would be a boon
not only for the University, but for Albuquerque as well.
Davis said lie thinks UNM stands a good chance of getting selected
as the site for the college basketball championship games. Of the
finalists, only UN M has a university-owned facility to offer and Davis
thinks this is an advantage.
ALBUQUERQUE WOULD BE in fine company if it was selected. The
last two NCAA championship sites have been Atlanta; Ga. and St.
Louis, Mo. Both cities gained national exposure and welcome dollars
into their economies. The exposure and money would mean a great
deal more to a relatively unknown city such as Albuquerque.
People of New Mexico know the state is a hotbed for basketball, but
too often, Easterners don't know of or respect basketball in the West.
The NCAA finals would go a long way toward giving UNM,
Albuquerque and New Mexico their rightful spots on the nation's
basketball map.

Powerful Pack
Something else that might put UNM on the basketball map is this
season's top-ranked squad.
In the most recent college basketball polls,. UNM was ranked 13th
and 20th in the U PI coaches and AP sportswriters' polls, respectively.
The Lobos even got a first-place vote from Nevada-Las Vegas head
coach Jerry Tarkanian. We mustn't forget that part of Tark's vote had
to be a hype in trying to build up UNM's confidence before an important garne. But also don't forget that UNLV had just played secondranked Marquette. The Rebels lost to both Marquette and UNM, but
Tark said the Lobos were better.
WE COULD NT BE PROUDER of this year's team.
UNM basketball and head coach Norm Ellenberger are muchmaligned by the local media and tans. Stormin' Norman receives a lot
of undue criticism when the Lobos lose because of his unorthodox
.
coaching and life style;
But the Pack is showing everyone this year. They swept the Anzona
road trip the first time anyone's done that in six years. They snapped a
three-year, 72-game home winning streak by UNLV. And they came
this close to beating eighth-ranked Syracuse.
THE LOBOS ARE A BUNCH molded from different backgrounds and
playing styles, but they are showing what can be done if a total team
effort is given.
Regardless of the season's outcome, the Lobos and coaches
Ellenberger, John Whisenant and Pat King have given the Pit fans
many exciting moments and deserve a lot of credit.
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'Ironic Comment'
Misinterpreted
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Wednesday Jan 18.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
UPI News at I ,6,8, and II a.rn.; I
and 9 p.m.
KUNM Personals at 10 a.m. and 6
p.m.
Joc.k Itch, sports at 3 p.m.
Public Affairs John Berger, writer
and energy consultant from
California talks about . nuclear
power and research in New Mexico.
7:30p.m_
Home Cooldng: Not Julia Child by
blues from the Delta to the West
Side of Chicago at 9 p.m.

PEG Lauded

Pte45e?

\

by Wyatt Moore
PEG Chairman
This opinion is a response to the opinions expressed by George Ges_n~r
in the Monday edition of the Lobo's "Art Sake" column. Apparently 1t IS
time that the students - especially Arts Editor George Gesner - are made
8Ware of the way concerts are attracted to the University campus.
The Monday article criticised the ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee for not bringing "big name" acts to the Univesity, and stated
that the PEC suffered from incompetence because it did not solicit concerts from record companies and promoters. Such a statement could only
come from a person who, although being an ex-officio member of the
PEC, attended only one meeting last semester- and that's you, George.
First of all, record companies have nothing to do with sc~eduling
concerts - the1r function in this area is to support concerts wh1ch have
been arranged by a groups management company or agency. Secondly,
we are always in touch with the leading c'bncert promoters in this part of
'the country. You see, since· the PEC is not funded in any way by the
ASUNM Senate, we must rely on "outside" promoters to take the
financial risk when sponsoring a rock concert. Many other schools lose
thousands of dollars each year by sponsoring concert programs much
smaller than UNM's. But this means that we cannot bring Mick, Keith and
the rest of the Rolling Stones- or any other group, for that matter -to the
Arena with just one phone call. We don't have the financial means to sign
a contract with a major group. So, the PEC is constantly approached by
concert promoters who check hall availabilities in order to plan tentative
tour schedules.
As far as our efforts as members of the Popular Entertainment Committee are concerned, I cannot think of one instance when the PEC has
turned down or discouraged a potentially successful concert. Evey single
one of the acts mentioned in Gesner's column did not appear at the
University for a reason which had nothing to do with the abilities of the
members of PEC.
There are several major reasons to explain why the Arena is not the
"Madison Square Garden" of the West. The world's foremost rock and roll
groups - the afore mentioned Rolling Stones, the Who, and Wings to
name several -have passed over Albuquerque during the last several years
for purely technical reasons. After all, the Arena was made for basket~all,
ar.d many of the country's leading concert tour experts have found out JUSt
how hard it is to take 10 tons of sophisticated rock and roll gear down the
Arena's 250 foot ramp. Many don't want to do it again.
Other groups including Rod Stewart, Earth, Wind, and Fire, the
Commodores, and Santana have recently passed up appearancesat UNM
because their available dates have conflicted with dates held by the UNM
Lobo basketball team. In addition to this, UNM's 6,200 seat Johnson
Gymnasium is available for concert use on Sundays only, because it is
devoted to classroom and recreational use during the rest of the week.
All that's left to discuss, then, are the concerts which are brought to the
University by the POJ?Uiar Entertainment Committee. The PEC w~s
somewhat disappointed with last semester's light concert schedule, but 1n
spite of that, the past year was one of PE.C's best years in t~rms of attendance at major concerts (71 ,015) and m the amount of t1cket sales
($482'457.00) at those concerts. So, in addressing the Gesner opinion, I
would say that the PEC's recent past has hardly been "dismal", and that
any causes for frustrations in being able to attract the worlds' top entertainers do not lie within this committee.
The opinions as stated by George Gesner do not take into account the
limitations the PEC must work with, and what's even rnore insulting is that
the PEC is not recognized for the job it has done in spite of these
limitations. The suggestions Gesner made to cure PEC's ills do not apply to
the problems I have outlined in this letter. And if the LOBO is ever to
become a constructive part of improving the entertainment picture at
UNM 1 have a suggestion. Assistthe PEC in calling for the construction of
a larg~ multi-purpose concert hall on carnpus. This is the only way the PEC
will be able to deal with crowded UNM concert facilities. The Arena and
Popejoy Hall are becoming more and more inaccessible for conce~t use.
Building priorities on campus indicate that planned con~tructton to
Johnson Gynmasium will give more needed space for recreation use, but
will eliminate the Gym's use for concert presentation. So, our scheduling
problem will get worse before it gets better- unless some positive steps
taken in the direction of convincing the U NM Regents that a large multipurpose hall would be a great benefit to the campus and the community.
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The Rutherford for Lieutenant Governor-UNM committee, will meet
Thurdsay at 7:30 p:m. in room 250-C of the SUB. Interested students are
welcome to attend or drop by the Rutherford table in the SUB. Students
can also register to vote at the tables.
·
There will be free coffee and doughnuts for grad. students in the
Graduate Student Association Lounge in the second floor of the SUB,
today from 10 a.m. to noon.
Title VII graduate fellowships in bilingual/multilingual education.
Deadline i~ Jan. 31. Call277-2711.
·
Information about beginning ballroom dance classes is availabLe at the
SUB ballroom. The Dance Club meets ·Fridays at 7:30 p.m. in the
ballroom.
Freshpersons: General Studies 112-002 is a small, informal class with no
tests and great subject matter-the wicked. See general honors office.

Professor
To Talk
On Cuba

MAY I HAVe
YOUR Al'TlMlON,

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Frank
Moore, President Carter's chief
congressional liaison aide, was
misinterpreted when he made a
comment those "little brown men"
in Panama could·· not run the
Panama Canal, a press spokesman
said Tuesday .
Presidential Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Moore's comment,
voiced after a briefing in Panama,
"was made in an ironic sense and
intended to leave" the opposite
impression.

Nelson P. Valdes, an assistant
professor of sociology at UNM, has
just returned from Cuba where he
toured the country and spoke with
Cuban leaders.
Valdes will speak on his trip on
Friday at 4 p.m. in the Lounge on
the third floor of Ortega Hall.
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"He did make the comment but 3
the intent W<\S to mock" the in- o
terpretation of the briefing con- §.:
cerning the ability of the '<:
r
Panamanians to run the canal, o
Powell said.
p0'

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
New tint enhancci eyes
Call us- for prillll

·

Casey Optical Co.
(nry;t dcor lo Casey_ Rexall Drug)

Lomas at Washington

255-8736
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As the lights come up we see our hero picking up his
books in preparation to enter Mitchell Hall, when
sud.d enly a mysterious stranger 'l-pproaches and~
says: "Pardon me."
~~r

''Thinking of joining
a fraternity?"
"Well I was just-"
"That's what I thought.
Why don't you sign up
for Form.al R11sh, Friday
January 27 thru Sunday
January 29·."
"Well I was just-"
"SuTe, you want to know
more. Well stop by the·
Intet• Fratet•nity Cotutcil
office across frmn '"AGORA"
or ....iust call Student
Activities in the SUB
at 277-4006."

Campus
Crusade
for Christ
Kickoff Meeting:
Thursday 1-19
at 7:00p.m.
102 Mech. Eng.
For more information
call: 266-2343

~

--The End-This act was brought to you by a grant from the Inter·
Fraternity Council OfUNM.

The Cultural PrograJU CoJUJUittee

Telephone 2'77-3121
for inform.atiott

The University of New Mexieo

PoPEJOY HALL
Tiekets now on SALE AT PoPEJOY ILLL and SUB Box Offiee
ASUNM/GSA Students 1/2 Priee

The Best of Jazz
IF YOUU AlL Jli5T BEAR.

a/ITH US, I'M SU/?f3 MR.
OUKE a/It/. 8f3 ARRiVING
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Now you ean enjoy
An evening in Ireland
Without traveling
Aeross the Atlantie%

Wednesday, Feb. 8, 8:15p.m.
Sl_ ooo,

A Musical Fantasia of
Harlem. 1910 to 1940
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Monday, Jan. 30, 8;15 p.m..
Modern Ballet At Its Finest

~ ~

"The Best Small Classic Ballet
Company in the Country!'
Clive Barnes, XY Times

by Garry Trudeau

~Y,

/IOfU MANY
FIN13eR5?

I

CotiiJlauy of 3Q -Singers,
Daucet•s,llat•I•ists, Fiddlers
and Storv Tellet•s direct ft•oau
Dublin's famous Hotel

..

•

Special Matinee
Saturday, Feb. 4, 2:15p.m.
S600

'

The Hew Smash Hit Musical Revue
wllh music by

s5oo s4oo

EUBIE BLAKE DUKE ELLINGTON BilliE HOliDAY
ANDY RAZAF CAB CALLOWAY EARL HINES J. C. JOHNSON

'

Winner 19'7'7 Grammy Award
Students and Senior Citizens l/2 Price to Matinee

•

In School Bus Abduction

ch·owchilla 'Plot' Stolen
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) -·
Kidnappers of 26 Chowchilla,
Calif., children and their bus driver
got the idea for the plot from a
school bus accident seven weeks
earlier in which 29 persons were
killed, co\lrt records show.
The confessed abdu·ctors,
Frederick Woods, 26, . James
Schoenfeld, 26, and his broth.~r
Richard, 23, all from the San
Francisco area, face the possibility
of life imprisonment without parole
as a result o.f a ruling by Judge Leo

SUNC.LASS HO'QTS

.

Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,.
Gradients, Mirrors, or i'olori~ed.

Casey Optical Co.
r 111'11

tlt1ur tv 1·awy' Flt'liJII /)rug

Lomas at Washington
255-6329
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1Oo/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current 1.0. :

:
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ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Cenlr8l Ave. SE. Albuquerque, NM 87106 I 505-285-3733
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their studies) so bad."
Then, Brasher said, "her personality graudally started to
change." Her teachings changed
she was irritated with the members
much of the time; she had fits of
rage; she lied to them, he said. As
an example, Brasher said Laura
told them Elvis Presley was a magi
from the village she was born in.
She said she wrote his songs for
him.
She also told them. they didn't
meditate properly, they· had to<;>·
many hang-ups and they were filled
with too much tension, he said.

'
She structured their entire day
and they were instructed not to
deviate from it. Brasher said there
was a set time for waking up (5:50
a.m.) a set time for eating, working
and meditating.
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Rolls. pads & 9heots ol papers
Stretched canvasses & panels
Drawing pencils I Charcoal I Sprays
Shiva J Dana J Grumbacher
Winsor & Newton paml"1
LlqulleJ< acrylic pi:unts 1:1. mediums

,

I cont. from page 1t

LOW PROFlLE:Richard Nixon - In Washington for Hubert
Deegan that three of the children in van in a rock quarry in Livermore, , Humphrey's memorial service - dodged reporters by walking
the kidnaping sustained bodily Calif. Before clawing their way to
through pouring rain to a waiting limousine when he got back to Los
safety.
.
injury during their ordeal.
Angeles,
but aboard the jetliner that brought him home, he was a
The probation reports made
Probation reports indicate the
more
talkative. Nixon told. ABC reporter George Strait he was
shade
kidnapers got the idea to hijack a public by officials of Madera
keeping a low profile in deference to President Carter - that "I
busload of students from the May ·county, where the tiny farming
wouldn't
want anyone to think I'm trying to upstage him or take
· 21 1976 disaster in whicfi 29 lives community of Chowchilla is
advantage
of the situation." Nixon described Humphrey, his
' lost when a school bus from located, indicate authorities
were
·
challenger
in
the 1968 presidential election, as "a political opponent,
Yuba City, Calif. plowed off a determined there was a link betbut a personal friend ... a man full oflove."
freeway ramp near Martinez, Calif. ween the 'two bus incidents after
The Chowchilla kidnaping took interviewing James Schoenfeld. ·
place July 15, 1976. The children
Previously, they had believed the
and their driver, Ed Ray, were plot originated from the movie
PRYOR CHARGED: Comedian Richard Pryor, accused of ringing in
buried for 16 hours in a. tomb-like "Dirty Harry". Schoenfeld said he
the new year with a gun in his hand and his foot on the accelerator,
was arraigned Monday in Los Angeles on two counts of assault with a
was also influenced b~ felevision
deadly weapon and one of malicious mischief. He allegedly fired
crime shows during the' year-long
several
shots at his wife and two other women new year's day- after
planning for the kidnaping. He
chasing
them around the yard at his home with a car, and using the
spoke of learning from the TV
'HAYAY SHALOM
to
ram their automobile. Pryor - free on $5,000 bail vehicle
show "Rockford Files" how to
returns to court Feb. 16 for a preliminary hearing.
obtain false identification.
Recorded Message
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AbOut People__,

· Schoenfeld said in the probation
interviews that the trio of abductors
. were never able to phone Madera
County authorities with their $5
million ransom demand because the
lines were tied up by families of the
victims and reporters.
In statements regarding their
possible sentence, the defendants
asked for leniency, James
Schoenfeld said he never had been
involved in criminal activities
previously and I will not in the
future."
Richard Schoenfeld said a life
stntence is "too severe in my case,"
and added, "The whole affair only
took 27 hours, no one was injured
and no one was threatened,
although it was a crime and I am
ashamed for participating in it."
Woods said he should "some day
be granted probation," but admitted that he did wrong and 'I'm
paying for it in the highest way freedom means most to me in life,
more than I ever figured before."

Probation officials said the
defendants were immature, un··
sophisticated and naive, and in·
dicated that "rehabilitation seemed
likely." But they said "the gravity
of the offense calls for long-term
imprisonment."
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Food,
Rooms
Prevail

TOPS IN POPS:: Stevie Worrier, Conway Twitty, Loretta Lynn,
and the group Fleetwood Mac are double winners in the American
Music Awards at Santa Monica, Calif. Wonder was named top male
soul singer and his "Songs in the Key of Life" was picked as best soul
music album. Twitty- named best male country singer- shares with
Loretta Lynn the top country group award. Fleetwood Mac won best
group honors and their "Rumours" was picked favorite pop album.
Miss Lynn took the top female country singer award in addition to
sharing the duo award with Twitty.There was a special distinguished
merit award for Ella Fitzgerald.

will

THE REAL THING: Just being at the top of the showbiz heap isn't
enought for Pearl Bailey. She says she's wanted all her life to be a
teacher, and now she's going to take a crack at it. She's enrolled at
Georgetown University in Washington where she'll major in French.
Last year, the school made her an honorary doctor of humane letter,
but; says freshman Pearly Mae, "You should see my face when I get
the real thing."

HAPPY 36TH: Heavyweight champ Muhammad Ali is throwing
himself a birthday party today in Miami Beach. He's 36 years old and
a celebration of the fact is being billed as a promotion for his Feb. 15
fight in Las Vegas, Nev., with Leon Spinks. Ali isn't the oldest
heavyweight ever to hold the crown, but he's pushing it. Jersey Joe
Walcott won the title at 37, and lost it at 38. Bob Fitzsimmons,
Tommy Burns and Jack Johnson all were 37 when they were
dethroned.

much tension among the members.
If the child was not "gifted" and
it began to cry, Brasher said it
angered her. She would spank one
of these children "usually until it
was too tired to cry anymore."
In Jan. 1977 two of the children
died-one at birth, the other of crib
death when it was about four
months old. The four-month-old
child has supposedly been gifted.
After each of the deaths the
children were buried on commune
land following three days of
.ceremony in which black arm bands
were worn by the commune
members a11d black flags werehung
on all the doors. Brasher said this
stimulated curosity among Gallup
police and aroused the suspicions of
local residents.
The commune members planned
to move to another site in Ramha,
N.M. and when Laura learned of

I

the police investigation in connection with the unreported deaths
of the two children, she was persuaded to move even sooner.
The bodies of the children were
removed from their graves and
transported to Ramha, Brasher
said, because Laura was so attached
to them.
The bodies were reburied on their
Ramha land. That was last summer.
Around this time Elvis Presley
died. That day in August was an
important one, Laura told her
followers, because all children born
within the commune from then on
would become high priests and
priestesses.
They were supposed
to be
reincarnations of other poeple," he
said. "One was supposed to be
Laura's grandmother.''
The following month Brasher left
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to determine what kind of foreign
policy the U.S. will follow in years
ahead." He said the U.S. would
have to answer to Latin American
countries who are all against our
presence in Panama if the treaty is
not ratified.
Schmitt said he would like to see
multilateral control' involving all
nations with interests in the canal,
rather than a bilateral treaty. He
acknowledged that the Senate could
do nothing to implement a treaty
and therefore when faced with a
or nay" decision, he would
nnrltn•;e the
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Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE 1213 San Pedro, NE 2901 Candelaria, NE
Albuquerque. New Mex1co Phone 883-5200

Do.tes

ROBERT KLEIN ••••.•••••••••••.•••• 1/16-1/22/
Jlml HEI-IDR1X..................... 1/23-1/29/
POTTSTOWN USA •••••••••••••••.• 1/30-2/5/
BULLWINKLE WASSAmOTTA U •••••••• 1/30-2/5/
HEART /SO SID~ jQHNNY •••••.••••••• 2/6-212/
ALL SHAVERS FIGHT •••••••••.•.•••• 2/13-2/19 I
BEATLES 2 •••••••••••••.•••.••.• 2/20-2/26/
THE mAN WHO SKIED DOWN EVEREST •• 2/27-3/5/
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Thursday
The Big Heat by Fritz Lang

7:00 and 9:15

•
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Do.tes

SUPERmAN •••••••••••••••••••••• 3/6-3/12/
BUGS BUNNY •.•••••••••••••• , •••• 3/6-3/12/
BRAVERmAN:ROCK GARDEN ••••••• 3/20-3/26/
KC & SUNSHINE BAND ••.••••••••••• 3/27-4/2/
FRISBEE CHAmPS •••.•••••••••..••.• 4/3-4/9 I
TV-IYLA THARP-DANCE •••...••••••• 4/!0-4/16/
BREAD ...••••••••••••••••••.•.•. 4/17-4/23/
THE NEW ARmY .•••..•.••••..•••• 4/23-4/30/
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Wed. 7:00 and 9:15
1.50gen. $1.00students

In meso Lounge In The N.E. Comer Of The Sub
Across From Prontos
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Laurel and Hardy in
A Chump At Oxford
and
Charlie Chaplin's
One AM

10-3 pm Daily
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The Union (sub) Theatre
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14700 COBBLESTONE DR.
SILVER SPRING, MD, 20904
Phones: 301 972-0066 or 384-2010
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ASUNM Changes
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Student Activities A

LOCKED OUT: Bill Bidwell, owner of the St. Louis Cardinals, was
anything but subtle in telling his coach to get lost. He's had the locks
changed at Busch Stadium, and coach Don Coryell can't get in. At the
heart of all the hard feelings is Coryell's desire to be traded to the
coaching staff of the Los Angeles Rams. But whether he gets a new
key to the stadium or not, Coryell still has a contract that runs
through the 1980 football season.

No Service Charge Checking
for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

During their work period the men
would build shelters for members
of the commune and the women
worked as waitresses at a restuarant
in Gallup. The children were cared
for by one of the women usually a
female who was pregnant, Brasher
said.
.
When a child was born it
remained with the high priestess,
Laura, alone in her bedroom for
the first 21 days of its life: During
this time she would determine if it
was "gifted". He said it was also
done to "keep it from getting any
hangs-ups from the other commune
members."
If the high priestess found the
child to be "gifted"- and Brasher
said several were-then it was
treated specially.
He said that if a gifted baby
cried, then Laura claimed there was
a definite reason why, such as too

With the budget hearings looming in the future, Williams had begun the
preliminary proceedures by preparing a new financial policy and mailing
.information packets to groups who will be receiving funds under the
By RACHEL DIXON ·
budget.
LOBO Staff Writer
Details of the new financial policy will be disclosed when Williams
The housing situation gets tight makes his presentation to the senate at its workshop in Santa Fe later this
around the University area during month.
the beginning of the semester but
The policy will deal somewhat with a reduction in ASUNM revenue due
conveniently located in the heart of to the smaller amount of full time undergraduate students. Williams said
the campus are the UNM dor- he will be telling organizations that will request funds to reduce the amount
mitories with 208 available rooms. of money requested. "Since enrollment of full time undergraduate is down
The six dormitories are occupied about 7.2 per cent, each budget request will have to be dropped," he said.
Williams will also be announcing to the senate a plan to reorganize the
by 1258 students· in 825 rooms,
filling approximately 80 per .cent of Office of Research and !=onsumer Affairs (ORCA).
the dorms said Bob Schulte,
At today's meeting, the senate will take action on two appropriation bills
Housing S~rvices director. The totaling $655 for the Albuquerque Chile Solidarity Committee and the
total number of rooms in the dorms Student Organization of Latin American Studies.
·
The senate will also take action on a referendum to be placed on the
are 1033.
1972 was the last year the dorms general election ballot this spring. The referendum reads "The student
were completely filled. Schulte said activity fee includes $2 that was formerly designated for N.M. Public
that since 80 per cent of UNM's Interest Research Group (NM PIRG). Should ASUNM continue to forstudents were from the Bernalillo ward the full $2 to NM PIRG.
area, the difficulty arises in finding
interested students who are young
and single.
. Students who are out-of-state
residents and New Mexico residents
living outside of Albuquerque are
the market that the dormitory
officials seek Schulte said.
Dormitory expenses depend on
whether one is a returning student
to the dorm, the choice of a double
or single room, and taking the fiveday or seven-day meal plan.
The most typical situation for
dorm residents is a double room
with the seven-day meal plan, said
Schulte, costing $745. For the
returning dorm resident, the cost is
$670.
A single room with the seven day
meal plan costs $807.50 and for the
returning resident, $732.50.
A double room with the five-day
meal plan costs $702.50 while the
cost is $627.50 for the returning
resident.
A single room with the five-day
meal plan costs $765, and $690 for
the returning student.
Sixty per cent of the students are
on the seven-day meal plan and the.
other 40 per cent are on the five-day
meal plan, Schulte said.

CELEBRATION: A star-studded cast will be on hand Jan. 29 to
tape "A Celebration at Ford's Theater" for NBC-TV in Washington.
Henry Fonda
be there, to introduce "John Brown's Body."
James Whitmore will portray Will Rogers, Billy Dee Williams will
play the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., and Vincent Price will round
out the show with a portrayal of Oscar Wilde. Also on the bill are
•Linda Hopkins, John Houseman, Delores Hall and Roderick Cook.

Citizens Bank
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Vow Follows Ex-Druid

the commune.
His four-year-old son Russell,
who was born on the commune is
now in the custody of the state
Health and
. Social Service Dept.
after D1st. Judge Joseph Ryan
denied the high priest and
priestess's bid for his adoption.
"It's really a drag being drawn
into four years of thinking and life
on the commune and wasting it
with Laura, " Brasher said.
"She's a little Hitler."
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Weekend Rendezvous/Racing cbrsiChrysalis CIIR 1149
By GEORGE GI~SNER
· The Racing Cars come across the finish line in a bel!cr position its
second time around.
On Weekend Rendezvous the group seems to have found the extra punch
and musical sophistication that their first album so badly missed.
Although the second side is rather stale, the first side makes for a good
album. The guitar work is very crisp and vocals arc on the mark. With use
of such musical ideas as reggae, funk and Top 40 styling, side one stands
out as probably one of the best sides of music you'll ever hear.
Weekend Rendezvous marks an improvement for Racing Can; and as
long as they keep improving their next album may be a complete and
desirable package.
Best cuts: "Ticking Over," "Clever Girl," "Weekend Rendezvous,"
"Nobody's Business" and "Didn't I Tell You." 8,

.
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In Color Turns the Cheap Ttlck
In Color I Cheap Trick I Epic PE
·34884
By GEORGE GESNER
If you took a look at Cheap Trick
you would probably be saying to
yourself that this indeed was
another type band that )eft their
brains at home with the only
message in their musi,ll being the
volume.
Well, .erase the image from your
mind, because Cheap Trick takes its
hard rock seriously and if anyone
out of 1977 had the possibility of
becoming superstars this band
does.
,
In Color, produced by Tom
Werman, starts off with a greeting
of sorts called "Hello There"
which leads into· a grand and
overpowering work called "Big
Eyes" that mesmerizes the listener
with its chant-like sound. The single
from the album is "I Want You to

00

"'

l

Cheap Trick

Want Me," a nicely textured piece
with somewhat of a pop tinge to it.
The group proves that it doesn't
need to be hard rock all the time as
the piece is sprinkled with a light
joyuous feeling.
"You're All Talk" probably
describes raw and energetic ·rock
more than any piece. The band
works off a simple rock structure,
but with clean production and
pleading back-ground vocals
("please don't go") this song' is
very convincing.
The second side is a bit weaker
but it had my top two choices on

The SUB Theatre on campus is
open once again for popular
viewing with the admission still
being $1 for students and a $1.50
for general audience.
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Your degree can get you ahead
faster with us than with any.body else.

I.

...
"

Here's why~

1 You are needed right now. Or as soon as you
get your degree. Our project teams are crying for
good professionals who can gra~ hold fast.

,,
•'

2 You'll get a chance to prove how good you
are. Everybody is evaluated regularly; there are
no missing persons at Tl. If you're good, you
move up fast. No matter how long the people
above you have been there.

3

You'll be involved in state-of-the-art •
projects. Computers, data terminals and
peripherals. Leading-edge technologies such as

microprocessors, CCD and bubble memories.
And revolutionary printing techniques.

4 You'll work on a complete system. No threat

of getting locked into a repetitious specialty .
You'll work on a small project team. You'll
interface daily with other disciplines and other
phases of your overall program.

S You'll work in a job-stable, multi-m~rket

situation. We have a variety of products and
markets. We're not heavily dependent on any
one of them-and neither is your job.

Live in Houston. You'll like working and living in the largest city in the South. The nation's
fifth largest city offers all the attractions of a major cosmopolitan center. Here you can enjoy warm
weather year-round. Houston's the gateway to Galveston Island and the beaches of the Upper Gulf
Coast of Texas. The cost of living is well below the national urban average. And there is no state
income tax.

We're the Digital Systems Division of Texas Instruments.
We've got jobs right now in manufacturing and design for:
BS, MS in Electrical Engineering
BS, MS in Mechanical Engineering
BS in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Technology
BS, MS in Computer Science

Texas Instruments, Houston, will be interviewing on campus
January 24 & 25
· If unable to arrange ari interview at this time, send your resume in complete confidence to:
Staffing Manager/Texas lnstruments/P. 0. Box 1443, M.S. 605/Houston, Texas 77001.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An c•qual npportunity cmplo)W

\til·

Editor's note: Cal says that it's
the album of the year.

movies ot the SUB
lillililii~-,

.

the album, ''Oh Caroline" and "So
Good To See You." Sugary vocals by Robin Zander are spliced wilh a
hard background and interesting
hooks on the former cut. "So Good
To See You" completes the album
quite nicely and proves that it is so
good to see a band that is capable
of writing, singing and playing hard
rock material better than the
mainstream rock bands today. The
band may look like a cheap trick,
but they are certainly genuine.

The debut films of the season are
an American film out of 1940 called
A Chump at Oxford matched with
a vintage Laurel . a~nd Hardy film
called One A.M. The film features
a solo spot by the late Charlie
Chaplin, Showtimes for most
movies this year will be 7 and 9:15
p.m. You can see these two films
tonight.
Tomorrow night Fritz Lang's
immortal gangster story fills,.the
screen. The Big Heat stars Glenn
Ford and Lee Marvin.
Friday night has an extra package
in store. A 1919 short called Chop
Suey and Co. by Harold Lloyd is
added to the regular feature. The
feature is Blood and Sand starring
the world's greatest lover Rudolph
Valentino. This movie in a remake
became a milestone for Tyrone·
Power the bullfighter.
A double feature with times
slated at 7, 9:15 and II p.m. is on
tap for Saturday night. Room
Service has some very. special
tenants - the Marx Bros. and A II
Night Long is a Harry Langdon
movie that has nothing to speak of,
because it is a very funny silent
film.
~
The UNM chapter C•f the
Albuquerque Equal Rights Council
will present two showings 0f Salt of
the Earth in the SUB Monday at
6:30 and 9 p.m. for $1. The movie
centers around the Silver City
miners' strike in 1951 where such
demands as equal pay and rights
were issued.
Those of you interested in a
schedule of films at the SUB can
pick up a calendar of films at the
SUB information booth.
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Cate Bros. Band I Asylum 7E-1116
By GEORGE GESNER
Ernie and Earl Cate have finally
found the formula they have long
needed in what is now the first Cate
Bros. Band. Although this is their
third album, it has the freshness
and intensity of a debut.
The first album Cute Bros. introduced the hit "Union Man" and
was a sampling of fine hard-edged
music spiced with staccato and
funk. But, in their second album,
In One Eye and Out the Other, the
group was flooded with session
rpusicians and they seemed to have
lost th.at identifiable sound. Both
albums were produced by a wellknown producer, Steve Cropper,
but the group needed a steady full
time band and a different producer.
The two brothers added bassist
Ron Eoff and a backup singer,
·Terry Cagle, as a drummer to the
band and hired Jim Mason to
produce the album. The result is

pure success.
The album opens with a venture
into. pop called "Rendezvous"
followed by a light staccato rocker
called "Women I'm Trying."
Something that helps identify the
band's sound is the shattering, yet
economical guitar work of Earl
Kate.
"Stranger at the Door" is a
mixture of blues and rock with
urging vocals by keyboardist Ernie
Cate. The lyrics fit the blues mode
quite well with an interesting story
line about a persistant stranger who
keeps knocking on the door looking
for Mr. Cate and Erni.e Cate lets it
out that he has a twin, "Cause I got
a brother he looks just like me."
"Out On A Limb" is another
"down on your luck" blues song
with a familiar jazz-rock guitar riff
that works well with the funky
keyboards. Earl explodes with some
hard biting guitar work making the
song the best one on the album.

ALSO To Perform
The Albuquerque Philharmonia Orchestra, Willy Sucre conducting, will
present a concert on Monday, Jan. 23. The pe1 formance will begin at 8:15
pm on Stage II of the University of Albuquerque's Fine Arts Learning
Center. The.Public is invited and there is no admission charge.
The musical program will include the Symphony No. 40 in G minor
{K.550) by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the Overture to "Iphigenia in
Aulis" by Christoph Gluck, and the Simple Symphony by Benjamin
Britten.
This concert will mark the orchestra's first public appearance under its
new naine. It also celebrates Mr. Sucre's second year as the conductor and
music director of the 50-member ensemble. The Philharmonia was formerly known as the Albuquerque Lesser Symphony Orchestra (ALSO).
The Albu.querque Philharmonia Orchestra is a non-profit, volunteer,
self-supportmg symphony orchestra which enables experienced mi.ateur
musicians to enjoy the study and performance of classical music.

i

DANSKIN• GYM-KIN

LEGWEAR
FOOTWEAR/BODYWEAR
PROFESSIONAL FITTING

The band looks to the early 60's
for a Deadric Malone blues number
called "Yield Not to Temptation."
A creative bass intra oozes into an
energetic number laced with shrill
guitar work once again. The music
is so convincing one may think that
the King Bros. are playing once
again.
As long as the Cates Brothers
don't lose touch of the blues, the
music world might have to contend
with one of the most intense bands
eronnd • ·tm

Haden's Not
So Golden
The Golden Number I Charlie
Haden I A&M Horizon Sp-717
By JANE QUESNEL
Despite the title cut, much of this
album loses its glitter somewhere
along the way. Charlie Haden,
recognized as one of the best bass
players over the last 20 years, duets
with four jazz greats: Ornette
Coleman, Don Cherry, Archie
Shepp, and the late Hampton
Hawes.
I have heard, and liked, Haden's
earlier performances but it seems to
me there is something woefully
lacking in his performance here.
The bright spot on the album is
Ornette
Coleman's
"Turn
Around," as played by Haden and
pianist Hampton Hawes. Hawes
died only months after cutting this
album and it is his last recording.
Jazz lost a great keyboard artist
with the passing of Hawes, and this
cut shows hi hin relaxed and at ease
with an old friend.
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Shopping

Ski Free

.•

Our first free Cl'Oss-country ski clinic will be Friday,
Jan. 27 (in store clinic) and Saturday,Jan. 28 (on the
snow clinic).
l~~iday we'll see the terrific movie, Skinny Sklls, and
dtscuss waxing, fiberglass vs. wood construction
etc. Snnd.ay you'll l~arn a little basic technique
the mornmg and sk1 off for a tour in the afternoon.
COme on in and reserve your skils now!
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MOUNTAINS
AND

'

RIVERS
2320 Central Ave. S.E. 268-4876
Hours Monday Thru Friday 10-6 Saturday 9-5
We accept
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(VI5a) and Itlastereh.aJ"gc cards
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Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

CAPEZIO

Cate Bros. Have the Formula

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

842-6991

LARGEST SELECTIO

Terry Cagle, Earl Cate, Ernie Cate and Ron Reoff

Do You Need
Cash?

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor-in
residence

i
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The Marines We're looking for a few
good men for our team.! f you can meet and master a challenge, you may have what
~
it takes for. Marine officer training.
Find out. Call us at 766-2816, or talk with the Marine
Officer Selection Team at the SUB on
January 18 & 19
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SoUJething New at the
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1rno Vivo

$

T he Tio Vivo now features an
ODielet Ba:m.(i> with fTesh omelets
cooked to your order with your
choice of toppings.
Next to the sweet shop.
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Welcome Baek

The Tiio Vivo
main level, New Mexico Union
hours: 7:00-7:15 M~Th
.
7~00-5~00 F
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Intramural News *********
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Beginning with basketball, the
UNM Intramural program will
adopt a new policy concerning the
student's eligibility.
For all major team sports, all
participants will be asked to bring
identification to their first .competing game verifying their status as
a student, faculty, or staff member
atUNM.
A picture I.O. (driver's license,
athletic l.O.) plus a validated UNM
identification card will be asked
for. A participant may not compete
until this had been done.
.
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Second Half Spurt Paces _Win
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Lobos Run Past Rebels 89-76

z"'

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Tuesday night at the UNM Arena
the Ne:vada-Las Vegas Rebels began
playing at 7:35 and the Lobos
didn't begin to play until8:00.

'The R!'!hels of coach Jerry
Tarkanian j1,1mped out to a quick 80 lead ..over UNM and built a 23-14
lead until the Lobos of coach Nonr
Ellenberger got untracked.
The Lobos outscored the Rebs II

to 0 with 8:38 to go in the first half
and outraced the Repels the
remainder of the game to win 89~ 76
before a record Arena crowd of
19,044.
The Lobos came out slow until
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The Rebels had the chance to tie
the game with :09 left in the half
when Eddie McLeod attempted a
slam dunk but hung on to the rim.
A technical was whistled and
Johnson hit the free throw to put
the 'Pack up by three.
. ·
The Lobos never trailed in the
second half as UNLV missed
several free throws that would have
tied the game or put the Rebs up by
one.
Putting in a clutch performance
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mexico Union Food Servicei(
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Aquinas Newman Center

Dominican Fathers

Skiers
Return
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WELCOME BACK TO UNM
ACTIVITIES FOR SPRING SEMESTER:

BEGINNING:

January 24, INQUIRY CLASS, for Catholics and nonCatholics, who wish to know more about the aith
Catholic faith (6 week series, 7:00-9: OOpm)
January 25, SCRIPTURE CLASS--GOSPEL OFMATTHEW(14 week series, 7:00-9: OOpm)
January 26, HUMAN SEXUALITY: CHRISTIAN
PERSPECTIVES· (7 week series, 7:00-9:00 pm)

I.OBO pholtl by Phylh" M. Ku~hner

Lobo center Wil Smiley (10) puts up a ten-foot jump
shot over RRhRI Ff!r! F!!ans. (Above) Rebel Reggie Theus
(23)
over the back of Lobo Marvin Johnson. (Below)

The UNM alpine ski team, busy
over the Christmas break. returned
home with two Central Intercollegiate Ski League (CISL) races
under its belt.
The Lobo skiers first competed in
Geneva Basin, Colo. where the
women finished first in both the
giant slalom and slalom event.
At Lake Eldo~a, Colo., the
women also captured both races. In
both CISL races, the UNM men
captured three out of the four races
for the skiers of coach George
Brooks.
We're getting stronger with every
race," Brooks said. "Cindy Stone
was a strong finisher for us in both
races.''

MASSES:
Daily at 4: 30
Sundayat8:00; 9:15; 10:30; 11:45

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION:
Daily at 4:00
Saturday at 3: 30
other times by arrangement
STUDENT EVENINGS: every Wednesday 9:00pm Mass
in the small chapel, followed by informal get together.
together.
COUNSELLING: by appointment

~-

WEEKEND RETREATS
DANCES
LIBRARY, STUDY ROOM, MEDITATION
CHAPEL
SNACK BAR: open Monday through Friday 9:30am--1:15pm.
STAFF:
Fr. George Reynolds, O.P.
Fr .. LarryBurke, O.P.
Fr. Paul Zak, 0 .P.
Fr. Ronald Zawilla, 0 .P.
Bro. Alan Gobeille, O.P.
Rev. Mr. Donald Bruckner

*********

LOBO

Win

(cont. from pa!Je 10)
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Tennis Tryouts Set
Any fulltime female student at
UNM interested in trying out for
the Lobo women's tennis team
should attend the team meeting this
afternoon il) Room 108 of Carlisle

PARTICIPATE IN
LANGUAGE RESEARCH
Two men age 25 to 32 natives
of U.S. who learned Spanish
first and English about age
6 tolO. $2.00 per hour
266-0320 after 4 PM

Gym at3 p.m.
Larry Lindsay is the coach or the
women's team and UNM competes
in the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW):
The women split competition in
the fall and spring and compete
against nine other colleges in New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah and
Colorado.
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for UNM was reserve guard Mike
Stewart who came off the bench to
score 12 points.
Stewart, known more for his
defense rather than offense, said,
"I'm starting to build more confidence in my offense. I missed two
shots then came back to score two
in a row.
Willie Howard, who rode the
bench a good part of the second
half with four fouls said, "You
have to play with emotion out
there. I'm beginning to control my
emotions, and the more control I
have, the better I will play."
Leading the 'Pack win was
Johnson with 24 points, Howard
with 16, Steart with 12 and Abney
and Michael Cooper with I 0 a
piece.
Tarkanian walked into the lobo
locker room after the game and
said, "I want to see you in the final
four. I'm going to come down here
and watch you guys in the Western
Regionals.

-
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a plastic covered bunch of smfill
steel balls.

Wilkins is the fourth Plympic
medalist· to enter this year's starstudded Invitational. He joins
colorful high jumper Owight
Stones, distance ace Frank Shorter,
and Kenya's half mile speedster
Mike Boit as the Jaycee Invitational
continues to attract many of thw
world's finest t.'ack talent.
Tickets for Albuquerque's major
league sporting attraction are on
sale at Cook's Sporting Goods Winrock, Gardenswartz Sportz,
and all Ticket-master outlets.

natatorium for nine days.
"The things we were doing in
training were much better than they
have been" said Jones. "Their
repeat swims were better."
The pool space was shared by
Arizona State, Wyoming, UNLV
and tl)e Lobos in what Jones
described as "kinda like a training
camp.''
"We trained for two hours in the
morning, and two hours in the
evening, and averaged about 13,000
yards a day."
"The training was real good. The
accomodations were good. We had
a real good time." The teams
stayed in the dormitories and ate in
the school cafeteria.
On Jan. 9, the Lobo men, small
in number but all fast enough to
compete in any WAC meet, lost a
dual meet to Wyoming, then two
days later did the same against the
University of Nevada. The women
did not compete against Wyoming,
but beat Nevada.
Each meet though, according to
Jones, Was a success as far as times
were concerned. "We had about 80
per cent best times in the dual
meets." he said.
Saturday, Jan. 21, the Lobos
host Texas Tech and then Monday,
the 23rd, Colorado State comes to
town.

Dear President Carter,
This beverage container is only one of 70 billion
that contribute to the trashing of America annually.
Throwaways also represent wasted energf. A
national deposit Jaw could save 81,000 barrels of oil
per day.
As an alternative to waste, I support a national
deposit on all beer and soft drink bottles and cans.
President .Carter, please urge Congress to adopt
deposit legislation. Let's really help keep America
beautiful.
Sincerely,

Do Your Bit
.in the
War Against Waste

~
~

University of New Mexico

This is a good way to get into shape
and have a fun weekend. For more
information contact the IM office
at 277-5151.

An entry fee is required and the
teams are guaranteed a minimum of
three games.

By JON TUTTLE
LOBO Sports Writer
Good times and Las Vegas, Nev.
have always gone together. But the
UNM
men's and women's
swimming teams had some good
times of another kind when they
travelled to Gamblin' Town' over
the Christmas break.
Coach Sam Jones took his Lobos
north to the town of neon lights and
painted ladies not to try their luck
on the one arm bandits and crap
tables, but to train in the UNLV
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Teams from Texas, Arizona, and
New Mexico have been invited.

During a timeout in last
night's Lobo basketball game
with Nevada-Las Vegas, UNM
cheerleader Cindy Geissler was
hurt when she fell from the top
of a cheerleader pyramid.
Miss Geissler was taken to St.
Joseph's Hospital where she was
listed in satisfactory condition
and released.

In wmmng his gold medal he throwing the shot," he said. At6'-4
The
Albuquerque
Jaycee
shattered
the Olympic discus record and 250 lb, the Oregon graduate
Invitational Indoor Track Meet
added some more glitter Sunday previously held by AI Oerter by II'- has put a Jot of work into his shot
with the entry of world record and 6 with his 224'-0 throw in the put technique in hopes of hitting of
·otympic gold medal discuss qualifying round. These exploits 70 feet and becoming super conthrower Mac Wilkins. Wilkins, a earned him selection as AAU Track sistent in two events.
Wilkins created somewhat of a
versatile athlete with all weight and Field Athl~te of the year.
'This
past.
year
Wilkins
won
his
controversy
during the 1976
implements, is entered in the shot
second
straight
AAU
discus
crown
Olympics
with
his remarks conput according to Jaycee Entries
with a seasonal best of 227' -0, but cerning East Germany's athletic
Chairman Larry Chavez.
"Most people don't realize how lost in the World Cup competition program and the subsequent
good Wilkins is in the shot put,"· on the final throw to Wolfgang reaction from the U.S. Olympic
Committee. That's ancient history
said. Chavez. "He won the AAU Schmidt of East Germany.
after
a
long
summer
now and Mac doesn't dwell on it.
Wilkins
says
indoor title last year with a personal
of
throwing
the
discus
he
needs
a
He's more interested in having his
best of 69' -1112 throw."
physical
and
emotional
break
from
third
straight outstanding season
At last year's Invitational, big
Mac finished second in the shot put the event. "So I get a__~est _EY__l:Yith the indoor 15-oound shot nut.
to AI Feuerbach in his first appearance in the Ouke City while
representing the Pacific Coast
Club. This year he will return to
P<lbuquerque with a new look - no
beard, and represents a new club Athletics West of Eugene, OR.
The then bearded discus thrower
from San Jose broke the world
record four times in I 976 ending at
-232'-6, set a new U.S. Olympic
Trials record while making the U.S.
Team, and then capped a
tremendous year by winning the
Olympic gold at Montreal.

ie

9:30-2:00 mon-Fri

New Mexico Tech. located in
Socorro, is sponsoring a collegiate
Intramural Basketball Tourney
Feb. II and 12.

'·Big Mac' in Meet Lineup
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Marvin Johnson began connecting
on his corner jump shots to ignite
the Lobo fuse which finally led to a
second half explosion for UNM.
Johnson, who 'played a fine
defensive game, said, "I didn't
shoot that good tonight. But I feel I
'had a little bit more confidence in
my defense."
The Lobos recovered from the
sluggish start to go il)to the
lockeroom at half time with a 43-40
lead.

Lobo Tankers
Train in ~vegas

Send President Carter a used 12 ounce
beer or soft drink can to show your support for mandatory beverage container
deposit legislation. While a return to
returnables involves both bottles and
cans, NMPIRG realizes that sending a
bottle is not practical. Send cans only,
and do not flatten. Follow these
·
simple directions.

24 Cents
postage
1st class

from:

President Carter
The White House
-Washington, D.C. 20500
to:

1) Tear off label along perforation.
2) Fillout your name an.d return
address, sign the note to the
President.
3) Make sure the can is clean
and dry.

4) Cover all openings of the can with
masking tape.
5) Attach one end of the label to the

can.

I
I
I
I
I

100

I

watts

6) Tq complete your Throwaway to

Carter, wind the label around the
can and fasten at the seam. Be
sure the label is secure or your can
may not make it to the White
House!
7) Put 24 cents postage on the can.
8) Mail Friday, January 6 (or between
Friday, January 6 & Friday,
JaniJary 20)
NMPIRG thanks you. For further
information contact NMPIRG at
139 Harvard SE or call
277-2757

;t.
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The Energy Used To
Make This Throwaway
Represents Enough
Power To Keep One
100-Watt Light Bulb
Burning For 20 Hours
Last Year, Americans
Used 70 Billion Of
These Throwaways.

Secure this end of label
to can with tape.

Wrap label around can,
secure label at seam
with tape.
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